IEEE RTSI2017 2nd IEEE Italy Section
Student Branch meeting

Department of Engineering "Enzo Ferrari", via P.Vivarelli, 11
Modena – 11 September 2017

Program

Session 1:
10:30 - 12:30
Meeting with Officers of Student Branches
- Tiziana Tambosso: Introduction
- Marco Santambrogio: SBs in Italy and program 2018-2019
- Presentations of SBs (5’ max for each SB)
- Open discussion

Session 2: Room P1.1, Building 25
14:00 - 16:00
Poster Session of the IEEE students at RTSI 2017
- Marco Santambrogio: "how to prepare/write a paper" for a conference
- Presentations of the invited student papers (10’ for paper + 2’ questions)

Session 3: Room P1.1, Building 25
16:30 - 18:30
16:30 - 18:00
Mini-workshop “IEEE SIGHT - Special Interest Group on Humanitarian Technology”
- Alexandros Osana - Region 8 Humanitarian Activities Committee Chair
Abstract: IEEE SIGHT is the answer to the question: How can IEEE members bring impactful technology directly to society and underserved groups. The program offers an opportunity for teams to receive funding in order to develop projects that will bring benefit to a local underserved community through technology ideas. But there is more to that. Through the projects, the volunteers build their capacity and skills, in challenges related to Team Management, Financed, Marketing and Branding, Networking, Business Innovation and Sustainable development. At the same time, the targeted underserved group become aware of technology and learns how to use it.
- Intro Speech on Humanitarian Activities (Alex Osana)
- Description of a Case Study Project (Alex Osana)
- Interactive session where students divided in teams will try to design a SIGHT project.
- 3 mins presentation of each team project
- Closing evaluation and Q&A session.
Engaging Student Volunteers-Pump up your activities!

- Efthymia Arvaniti – IEEE R8 Student Activity Committee Chair

Abstract: "Are you a motivated IEEE Student volunteer? Do you have many fresh ideas about activities and events but you are lacking resources? Do you believe that your branch would need a bit of fine-tuning and help in engaging more members? Then this mini workshop-talk is for you!

We will see cases/examples of exemplary student branches, discuss about do’s and don’t’s as a SB Leader, and share valuable information and hints on how you can take your branch to the next level!

I am looking forward to get to know you all!"